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Abstract
Background: Statecharts are diagrams comprised of visual elements that can improve
the modeling of reactive system behaviors. They extend conventional state diagrams
with the notions of hierarchy, concurrency and communication. However, when
statecharts are considered to support the modeling of system interactions, e.g., in
Systems of Systems (SoS), they lack the notions of multiplicity (of systems), and
interactions and parallelism (among systems).
Methods: To solve these problems, this paper proposes extensions to statecharts.
First, a notation to represent a set of orthogonal states, similar in their structures but
belonging to different systems, like a pool of telephone systems, is proposed. Second,
the concept of communication among parallel states is extended to also represent
system interactions, i.e., the relationships among orthogonal systems by means of
proper interaction mechanisms like event broadcast.
Results: The proposed extensions to statecharts are symbolic notations that result
from an analogy with multi-layer Printed Circuit Boards (PCB). Systems are modeled as
concurrent layers that can interact through circuit holes. The resulting diagrams are
named pcb-statecharts. Skype-like systems are used to exemplify the modeling of
system interactions. They are modeled as concurrent systems disposed in different
layers that interact to enable conference calls. A discussion about the use of this
notation to model systems of systems is also presented.
Conclusions: The main contribution of this paper is giving to system engineers
additional support to model systems interactions. Multiple interacting systems can be
designed with separation of concerns. Different viewpoints enable the modeling of
these systems as both independent systems and members of a whole. The resulting
diagrams improve the notions of multiplicity of systems, and concurrency and
parallelism among systems. Additionally, the proposed symbolic notation enables the
building of diagrams without the need of physically connecting related entities in the
model.
Keywords: Statecharts; Interaction; System of systems; Modeling
1 Introduction
Since the 90’s, the complexity of certain solutions has been facing software engineers with
the need of designing multiple integrated systems (Maier 1998). One of the challenges
of this emerging design paradigm is the appropriate modeling of system compositions,
i.e., how systems interact among themselves to achieve a common goal collectively
(Brownsword et al. 2006).
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Statecharts are diagrams comprised of elements that can improve visually the modeling
of reactive system behaviors (Harel 1987). They extend conventional state diagrams with
the notions of hierarchy, concurrency and communication. We are particularly motivated
by the possibility of using statecharts to support the modeling of system interactions in
Systems of Systems (SoS), which are compositions of complex, useful, independent, and
interoperable systems that cooperate to achieve objectives that could not be achieved by
any of the member systems individually (Boardman and Sauser 2006; Malakuti 2014).
Modeling compositions by means of visual elements can increase their understanding
and motivate discussions about interactions before they are effectively designed, possibly
reducing risks and costs associated to systemmisbehaviors discovered in advanced stages
of the development process.
Statecharts can describe dynamic scenarios where states of a particular system evolve
concurrently and coordinately by reacting to stimuli from the system’s environment. Dif-
ferently, in the SoS context, the scenarios comprise interactions among systems that
run separately and independently. In this case, each system has its own space of events
and its states can evolve by reacting to stimuli from events that come from the whole
environment in which they are embedded.
Although several variants have been proposed to statecharts since they were presented
(von deer Beeck 1994), most of them aim to overcome problems in the original formal-
ism. Thus, statecharts still lack completeness to model system compositions. Particularly,
they lack notions of multiplicity (of systems), and interactions and parallelism (among
systems). Indeed, statecharts may not be enough to clearly model SoS scenarios without
extensions, e.g., similar states belonging to different systems that interact with each other
and evolve independently (Harel and Kahana 1992). These states can be folded by their
similarity but will rarely evolve as a unit.
Extensions to statecharts to solve these problems are proposed in this paper: a
notation to represent a set of orthogonal states and another to represent the com-
munication among parallel states. The latter extends the concept of communication
to also represent system interactions, i.e., the relationships among orthogonal sys-
tems by means of proper interaction mechanisms like event broadcast. Moreover, they
extend the notions of overlapping to clearly represent a set of orthogonal states, sim-
ilar in their structures but belonging to different systems, e.g., a pool of telephone
systems.
The proposed extensions can be used since the very beginning of the development pro-
cesses involving multiple integrated systems to build abstract models of these systems and
to represent visually their interactions. These models can help engineers, for example, to
identify interaction points (Tian et al. 2011), predict communication bottlenecks (Kotov
1997), design collective behaviors, and compose systems (Brownsword et al. 2006). These
extensions can be used to represent interactions in Systems of Systems or other types of
concurrent and integrated systems.They are exemplified by modeling two versions of a
Skype-like system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a discussion
on why statecharts lack completeness to clearly represent system interactions. Then, in
Section 3, symbolic notations are proposed to solve this problem. The results of attaching
these notations to statechart elements are discussed as well. Section 4 shows a com-
plete example of how to use the proposed extensions to statecharts to model system
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interactions. Section 5 presents related work. Finally, in Section 6, concluding remarks
and future work are presented.
2 Modelling system interactions with statecharts
The terms transition and interaction are used distinctly in this paper. Transition is a direct
relationship between two states of a system. It is triggered by an event from the system’s
environment and may change the current active state. On the other hand, interaction is
an indirect relationship of different systems. It is an output of a system produced by a
transition that is broadcast to other systems which consider it as an event. This event may
trigger one or more transitions in these target systems.
Orthogonality describes anAND decomposition of states in suchway that each part, i.e.,
the orthogonal states, evolves concurrently (Harel 1987). The notion of communication in
statecharts relates to the broadcast of events among orthogonal states of a system (Harel
1987). Figure 1 illustrates an example of event broadcasting (Harel 1988). The initial state
is (X,W ). An event ω triggers the transition from X to Y and generates an output (which
is also an event) λ. Then, λ is broadcast and triggers the transition from W to Z in the
orthogonal state. The current state changes to (Y ,Z).
Because orthogonal states share a common parent state in the hierarchy, they can share
a context. In this case, they can naturally share data and events. On the other hand, states
from different systems fit into different contexts, thus, they cannot share data and events
without proper mechanisms. Moreover, states from different systems may be concur-
rent but not orthogonal by definition. Because of these properties, the current statechart
broadcast notation may not be applicable to model interactions among systems without
extensions. In Fig. 1, for example, if λ could broadcast to other systems, then all the tar-
get states should be visually represented as well as the systems they belong to. Otherwise,
there is no way to know when λ broadcasts either into or beyond the source system’s
boundaries and the resulting statecharts would lack clarity. This problemwas experienced
by Harel since the very first paper on statecharts (Harel 1987).
Fig. 1 Event broadcasting (Harel 1988)
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Harel (1987) discussed a fairly common scenario in which multiple orthogonal states
with the same internal structure can interact to accomplish specific goals. His attempt
to model such scenario using statecharts resulted in the 3D diagram shown in Fig. 2. It
sketches a phone call by means of interacting states from different but similar parallel
states, i.e., telephones. Multiple parallel states with the same structure are represented
and each of them can eventually behave as either a caller or a receiver to accomplish a
phone call, i.e., the goal. Zave and Jackson have also studied this problem in the context
of telecomm systems (Zave and Jackson 1998). In both cases, the problem observed is the
same, i.e., it may not be practical to model in detail all the involved communication states
without a succinct notation.
Particularly in the context of statecharts, the described problems remain unsolved.
Indeed, statecharts still lack proper notations to clearly model multiplicity, parallelism
and communication among systems in more complex scenarios like SoS. This is clear in
Fig. 2, where artifices like a 3D diagram with arrows crossing planes and ellipsis (“. . . ”)
were used to represent communication among multiple concurrent states. Certainly this
is not a solution since the model can become complex very fast even for simple goals like
making audio calls.
The statechart of Fig. 2 fully exemplifies the scenario we are interested in modeling. It
highlights the constraints of the current visual elements to support the modeling of inter-
actions among multiple concurrent (sub)systems. An example is the hidden overlapping
state “conversing with i” in telephone-j. Moreover, “receiver j replaced” is not an event
perceived directly by telephone-i since the telephones run in different contexts. Instead, it
results from interaction mechanisms able to broadcast events beyond the source system’s
boundaries. Particularly in this case, this event results from telephone-j going “on-hook”.
In Fig. 3, the use of communications and interactions is exemplified in the context of
system interactions. Systems 1 and 2 run independently and some of their states com-
municate by broadcast mechanisms. Let us suppose that the current state configuration
Fig. 2 Parameterized- and states (Harel 1987)
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Fig. 3 Communications and interactions in the SoS context
of the composition is ((F ,A);D) (‘;’ separates groups of states from different systems). In
System 1, an event η triggers the transition from A to B and generates an output λ. Then,
λ is broadcast both internally to System 1 and to the environment. In System 1, it triggers
the transition from F to E. Then, λ reaches System 2 that belongs to the environment and
triggers the transition from D to C. The current state configuration changes to ((E,B);C).
This characterizes a communication among the orthogonal states of System 1 and an
interaction between System 1 and System 2, represented by the dashed line in Fig. 3. Sim-
ilarly, in System 2, an event δ triggers the transition from C to D and generates an output
ω. Then, ω reaches System 1, triggers the transition from B to A, and generates a output
β . Then, β is broadcast to the orthogonal state E and triggers the transition from E to F.
The current state configuration returns to ((F ,A);D). The spaces of events of System 1
and 2 are β , η, λ,ω and δ, λ,ω, respectively. Notice that λ and ω are used in the model of
both systems but they may react differently in each system. System 1, for example, may
receive ω from its own environment and this will not affect the states of System 2.
In the context of system interactions, environmental elements, like events and data,
are not shared among systems naturally. In the given example, System 2 is not aware of
the counting being performed by System 1. This is because the event β and the counter
data are intrinsic elements of System 1. Certainly, these elements can be shared by means
of proper interaction mechanisms. The interaction among systems can be considered
a cooperative concurrency, because the system that receives an event broadcast from
another systemwill trigger a transition only if its current state is ready to accept the event.
Otherwise it will not change.
Mikk et al. (1997) formally describe a statechart as follows: “A finite hierarchy of states,
an initial state and a set of transitions. State hierarchy is a tree of states. Nodes of the tree
are typed by elements of the set AND, OR, BASIC. Transitions are labeled by a pair con-
sisting of a trigger and an action”. This description may not apply directly to the scenario
represented in Fig. 3. Indeed, a root state may not exist as a common ancestor for systems
1 and 2 since they run autonomously in separate environments. Thus, λ and ω cannot be
described as regular transitions between nodes of a single tree.
Overlapping (Harel and Kahana 1992) does not apply directly to our problem as well.
It is inspired in a situation in which different hierarchies of states share a common state,
mostly because of the conceptual similarities between the involved states (Harel 1988).
Figure 4 shows the overlapping and orthogonality of states. StatesC andD are overlapping
states shared by the parent states A1 and A2. Additionally, states A1 and B are orthogonal
states that evolve concurrently. In Fig. 3, systems 1 and 2 may have similar states but they
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Fig. 4 Overlapping and orthogonality of states (Harel and Kahana 1992)
do not overlap by the given definition. Indeed, states in separate independent systems will
rarely share a common state.
Considering what was just discussed about the modeling of system interactions, we
show in Fig. 5 a possible way to use the overlapping notation to represent similar states
belonging to different systems.
Systems A-1, A-2, and A-3 have similar states, namely S-1, S-2 and S-3, respectively.
System A-1 has two orthogonal states. One is intrinsic to A-1 and comprises the states
{D,E}. The other, S-1, has a structure similar in all other systems and comprises the states
{A,B,C}. Systems A-2 and A-3 are composed similarly. Notice that although we can say
that all S-i states overlap, they are really distinct instances that can evolve independently
in the systems they belong to. The same notice applies to orthogonality. In Fig. 3, for
example, states from Systems 1 and 2 can be concurrent but they are not orthogonal.
In both cases, extensions to the current notations could improve statecharts and help
engineers to clearly model these cases.
The lack of notion of parallelism among systems makes it difficult to represent system
compositions in a plain diagram. Additionally, the lack of notion of multiplicity of systems
and actions hinders, for example, the representation of how many systems are affected by
Fig. 5 Overview of several systems with similar states
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an event/action and how many systems have a similar state. Also, the lack of notion of
interaction makes it difficult to model relationships among states of different systems (see
the “...” in Fig. 2).
3 Statechart extensions
Despite the constraints discussed in Section 2, Fig. 2 allowed us to have insights into a
solution to model system compositions. In the context of our work, a composition of
(sub)systems can be represented by a superposition of distinct planes that interact, like in
Fig. 3. The contents of these planes can be similar, e.g., the telephones of Fig. 2, or com-
pletely different, e.g., the member systems of a System of Systems (Erl 2008; Lewis et al.
2011; Maier 1998). In both cases, the whole contents of the planes or just part of them
may eventually be similar. In this particular case, we can represent all of them using a
generic state, as telephones in Fig. 2. Then, each particular instance can be represented by
parameterized states, like telephone-i. S-i in Fig. 5 represents the same scenario but the
fact that each instance is just part of the corresponding system. Eventually, the number
of parameterized states may change dynamically, i.e. change during the system execu-
tion. For example, telephones can be added to expand a telephone system or removed for
maintenance. Similarly, systems are free to enter and leave a SoS in an uncoordinated way.
Notice that parameterized states conceptually do not overlap. Indeed, they are not
shared among different planes and each instance can evolve autonomously in its own
environment.
Next, we propose a set of symbolic notations towards a solution to the problems dis-
cussed above. They result from an analogy with multi-layer Printed Circuit Boards (PCB)
(Khandpur 2005), which are widely used by the electronic industry to connect electronic
components by means of multiple circuit layers. In this environment, communication
among layers is made via holes. Figure 6 illustrates internally a PCB with 3 layers and two
holes. A Through hole goes all the way through the board and connects all layers. Blind
via and Buried via connects two or more, but not all, layers of the board.
In our analogy, each layer (plane or system) contains a set of components (states)
connected by circuits (transitions). Components from different layers can be connected
by holes (interactions). Signals (events) flow through circuits and holes concurrently
and coordinately (relationships), thus the components can accomplish a common goal
collectively. This scenario describes a composition of systems.
The statechart extensions proposed to model composition of systems and their interac-
tions result when new symbolic notations are attached to statechart elements, specifically
Fig. 6 Multi-layer printed circuit board (PCB)
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to states and events. Because of the analogy with PCB, the term pcb-statechart is used
in this paper to refer to statecharts that contains at least one of the proposed extensions.
Generically, each state of a pair of states belonging to different layers is called layered
state, or simply l-state. At the highest level, every layer, i.e., a plane or system, is an l-state
when belonging to a composition. Finally, Harel’s parameterized states are called p-states.
In Fig. 5, systems A-1, A-2 and A-3 are l-states and S-i are p-states. In Fig. 2, the systems
are fully similar, thus, telephone-i are both l-state and p-state. As discussed previously,
p-states conceptually do not overlap.
It is important to notice that p-states are a particular case of l-states that can be folded
because of their similarity. With such definitions, we can define interaction as a relation-
ship among l-states using appropriate mechanisms. In Fig. 3, for example, states {A;D}
and {B;C} are l-states that interact by means of λ and ω, respectively. System 1 and 2 are
l-states as well. There are no p-states. It must be clear that relationships among l-states
and p-states are not mandatory.
3.1 Statechart extensions applied to systems
The first statecharts’ extension results when symbolic notations are attached to p-states.
The resulting notations extend statecharts with the notions of multiplicity and paral-
lelism of systems. The notation envisaged by Harel is extended by introducing a 3-tuple
[m, n, F/D] with m and n integers and n ≥ m specifying the minimum and maximum
number of p-states, and an additional information denoting whether the composition,
once first established, remains with a fixed number of instances (F) or can change
dynamically (D) within the boundary limits [m..n]. Some examples are:
• [4, 4, F]: composition established with exactly four systems.
• [3, 10, F] composition established with a fixed number of systems between 3 and 10.
• [2, n, F]: composition established with a fixed number of at least 2 systems.
• [m, n,D]: composition can change dynamically and may comprise a finite but
undefined number of systems.
• [m, 20,D]: composition can change dynamically and must comprise at most 20
systems.
The pcb-statechart of Fig. 7 represents a hypothetical phone system comprised of
exactly four phones. Each instance Phone-i is a p-state and also an l-state representing a
distinct system.
If the above system is required to be expandable and comprise at least two phones, the
resulting pcb-statechart can be the one of Fig. 8.
We tried to preserve the syntax and semantics of regular statecharts regarding entering
and leaving p-states. Entry is usually triggered by a transition finishing at the border of a
p-state. This means that all instances will be activated as well as their initial states. This
is shown by the transition from F to Phone-i in Fig. 9. The same occurs to enter directly
to an internal state as the one from G to B. In this case all instances will be activated and
have B as their initial states. Leaving a p-state from the border or from inside, as to states
D and E, is similar to entering and causes all instances to be left. Although syntactically
and semantically legal to be modelled, we have found little use for this notation when
each instance represents a whole, self-contained system. A possible scenario would be the
occurrence of global environmental events that affect equally the whole composition like
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Fig. 7 A pcb-statechart for a phone system with exactly four phones
a blackout that may force all systems to shutdown. When the energy is reestablished, all
systems start, for example, by launching recovering procedures.
When the composition of p-states is dynamic, a new situation takes place because
instances can enter and leave the composition after it has been first established. A special
event Enter can harmoniously “introduce” an instance into the composition. Similarly,
a special event Quit enables an instance to leave harmoniously the composition. These
events are illustrated in Fig. 9. The arrow can stop at the border of the state or cross it
and reach an internal state; this follows the traditional semantics of statecharts. Although
we are exemplifying p-states, it is important to notice that the events Enter and Quit may
also apply to l-states to support compositions of different systems.
When compositions of l-states are generically considered, new problems arise.With the
absence of p-states, all l-states are unique, i.e., they cannot be folded. In this case, if they
all fit the same model the clarity may decrease fast, mainly when they interact, like in
Fig. 3. The proposed solution for this problem also comes from the analogy with PCB. In
this case, each layer can be modeled separately, one at a time. When composition is part
of the requirements, the associated interactions must be represented. Considering PCBs,
Fig. 8 A pcb-statechart for an expandable phone system
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Fig. 9 Entering and leaving p-states
interactions entering and leaving each layer can be easily identified by the holes. Thus,
if a similar notation can be applied to pcb-statecharts, it will be possible to represent
interactions with the same clarity.
3.2 Statechart extensions applied to events
The major goal of creating symbolic notations to extend events in statecharts is improv-
ing the ability to represent system interactions without the inconveniences caused by the
use of arrows, discussed previously. Table 1 shows the statechart extensions with the pro-
posed symbolic notations, which are attached to events. The resulting notations represent
the holes (interactions) that can be seen when looking to a layer of a composition. Thus,
looking to a layer at a time and without using arrows it is possible to observe interac-
tions with a certain level of detail. For example, it is possible to identify interaction points
and analyze if and how an event affects other systems. This ability can help engineers to
create, model, and validate collective behaviors comprising several systems and interac-
tions. In the SoS context, for example, they could exercise different candidate systems and
interactions to achieve the SoS goal before making design decisions.
In Fig. 3, incoming and outgoing signals (events) are placed respectively at the left and
right side of the separator /. Thus, the notationω/λ is clear in representingω as an incom-
ing event and λ as an outgoing event. This way, it would be enough to attach the proposed
symbolic notations to events to improve the notions of multiplicity, interaction, and par-
allelism. However, an optional short arrow is suggested to emphasize outgoing (arrow
Table 1 Statechart extensions attached to events
Extension Outgoing Incoming Semantics
Broad Send e to all other systems via broadcast
Broad Receive e from other system via broadcast
Multi Send e to a set of systems via multicast
Multi Receive e from other system via multicast
Uni Send e to a single system via unicast
Uni Receive e from other system via unicast
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entering the hole) and incoming (arrow leaving the hole) events as shown in Table 1.
Hereafter, they will always be used in the pcb-statecharts.
Syntactically, symbols from Table 1 are attached to transitions whenever the origin
and/or destination of the associated events are other l-states. Because of the terms used in
the computer networking area, the proposed extensions presented in Table 1 were named
broadcast, multicast, and unicast. They visually represent interactions of a source system
with all, many, or one (target) system, respectively, as exemplified in Fig. 10.
The broadcast of an event to orthogonal states can still be represented by simply not
attaching an extension to it. Using a short arrow in this case is optional as well.
These three notations cover most of the situations that we would like to specify, but
they can leave the model a bit underspecified. Indeed, the notations proposed in Table 1
do not specify to/from which l-states the events are sent/received. Whenever necessary,
more precise information about the origin/destination of the events can be described, for
example, by using set theory or OCL (OMG 2012). Such descriptions can be conveniently
attached to the associated events, for example, using UML notes like in Figs. 7, 8 and 11.
The semantics of the proposed notation is explained informally using an example. Sup-
pose four l-states representing four similar phones belonging to a composition whose
folded version is presented in Fig. 7. The same example is represented in Fig. 11 by four
unfolded p-states separated by waved dotted lines. We used this notation to make paral-
lelism among l-states distinct from parallelism among orthogonal states (straight dotted
lines). In Fig. 11, each p-state belongs to a separate layer, thus, they do not have common
ancestors or even constitute an hierarchy. Notice that a UML note is attached to all mul-
ticast transitions from A to B to specify that the event s2 is sent only to the “neighbors” of
the source system, i.e., the next and the previous systems considering the index assigned
to each instance. Notes like this are preferably attached to folded pcb-statecharts but can
be attached to unfolded pcb-statecharts as well.
A simulation of the example is presented in Table 2. It shows local events and their
effects in a particular instance. Line 2, for example, describes the event e1 perceived exclu-
sively by Phone-3, the resulting transition from B to C, and the broadcast of s1 to all other
instances. We show in a random order that phones 1, 2, and 4 receive s1 and react appro-
priately. Each of them acknowledge the receipt of s1 by interacting unicast with the sender,
i.e., Phone-3. Then, the counter ct is incremented in each of these three target instances
(lines 3, 4 and 5). Notice that ct is particular to each instance.
Next, the occurrence of e3 causes Phone-2 to change from state B to A (line 6). Then,
e2 occurs in the context of Phone-2 (line 7) and s2 is sent multicast to its neighbors, i.e.,
Phone-1 and Phone-3. Phone-1 receives s2 and does nothing because it is in state B (line
Fig. 10 Broadcast, multicast and unicast interactions
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Fig. 11 Example of unfolded p-states
8), but Phone-3 is in state C and changes to B triggering s3 (line 9). Next, the occurrence
of e3 causes Phone-4 to change from state B to A (line 10). Finally, Phone-4 receives e4 and
executes an action to increase the shared counter &gc, but it stays in state A (line 11). The
last step highlights the possibility of sharing data among l-states. The ’&’ symbol denotes
shared data.
It is important to notice that although there are four similar states, they evolve inde-
pendently. Thus, although they can be folded like in Fig. 8, i.e., Phone-i, they do not really
overlap according to Harel‘s definition (Harel and Kahana 1992).
Variations of the symbolic notations proposed in Table 1 can be used to solve ambigu-
ous situations. In Fig. 12, for example, an empty arrow emphasizes that a PABX forwards
a ring event to a system (the receiver) other than the one that originated the dial (the
caller). However, this can be too succinct and lack clarity. Thus, explanatory notes can
always be used, as illustrated in Fig. 12.
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Table 2 Example - Simulation - 1
# Events Configuration Output Action
1 init (B; B; B; B) - -
2 Phone-3/e1 (B; B; C; B) -
3 Phone-1/s1 (B; B; C; B) Phone-1.ct++
4 Phone-2/s1 (B; B; C; B) Phone-2.ct++
5 Phone-4/s1 (B; B; C; B) Phone-4.ct++
6 Phone-2/e3 (B; A; C; B) - -
7 Phone-2/e2 (B; B; C; B) -
8 Phone-1/s2 (B; B; C; B) - -
9 Phone-3/s2 (B; B; B; B) s3 -
10 Phone-4/e3 (B; B; B; A) - -
11 Phone-4/e4 (B; B; B; A) - &gc ++
3.3 Example of the extensions applied to systems and events
The example of Fig. 13 mix l-states and p-states to model a composition of a single PABX
system and several similar phones. The PABX (l-state) runs orthogonally (waved doted
line) to the phones (p-states). Numeric identifiers were added to the transitions only to
help on pointing to specific elements of interest. They do not belong originally to pcb-
statechart diagrams. The symbolic notations of Table 1 are used to represent interactions
among layers, instead of arrows like in Fig. 3. It is important to notice that each Phone-
i instance can be either a caller or a receiver. Therefore, Phone-i is fully modeled with
both roles represented together. The resulting pcb-statechart comprises states and inter-
actions of interest for the roles of “caller” and “receiver”, flattened in a single view. This
is a contribution to solve Harel‘s problem of modeling system interactions, illustrated in
Fig. 2.
A successful scenario could be described by a caller as:
1. Phone-i system is Idle (default).
2. The handset is lifted to start a call.
4. A dial tone is heard.
5. An extension number is dialed.
10. The call is completed.
12,13. The talk takes place.
15. The handset is replaced to end the call.
Additionally, the same scenario could be described by a receiver as:
1. Phone-i system is Idle (default).
7. A ring is heard.
8. The handset is lifted to answer the call.
Fig. 12 Solving ambiguous situations with variations
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Fig. 13 pcb-statecharts representing a PABX system and several similar phones
10. The call is completed.
11,14. The talk takes place.
17. The call hangs up.
18. The handset is replaced.
Finally, the same scenario could be described by PABX as:
3. A handset is lifted. A dial tone is generated.
6. An extension number is dialed. A Ring is generated.
9. A call is answered. A connection is established.
16. A handset is replaced. The related connection is closed.
Notice that if the above scenarios are merged, the result is a collective behavior that sup-
ports a common goal, i.e. enabling two people to talk. This complies with our objective
of modeling SoS using pcb-statecharts. Indeed, when the SoS goal is defined, candidate
systems can be modeled separately, interactions can be designed to support collective
behaviors, and the whole SoS operation can still be described by merging individual
behaviors.
Some of the previous steps deserve further explanation.
Step 3: Two filled arrows mean that the incoming and outgoing interactions occur with
the same system. In this case, PABX detects the event Lift caused by the lift of the hand-
set in the caller system (Step 2) and, then, returns a dial tone signal to the same system
resulting in Step 4.
Step 5: The dial activity is hidden since it is irrelevant to the analysis of the composition.
Later, it could be detailed separately from the analysis model by unfolding the Calling
state as shown in Fig. 14. This might be a good practice to increase the understanding of
the analysis model by keeping the focus on the interactions.
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Fig. 14 Unfolding the dial activity
In Fig. 14, a dial starts when a key 0–9 is pressed (1). The triggered transition is directed
to the proper state by the selection connector (Harel 1987) according to the key pressed.
This process repeats (2) until a delay of 10 seconds since the last key was pressed (3) is
detected.
Step 6: An empty arrow means that the incoming and outgoing interactions occur with
distinct systems. This case was discussed previously in this section (see Fig. 12) and results
in Step 7.
Step 9: The PABX system detects the event Answer caused by the lift of the handset
in the receiver system (Step 8) and forwards the event Connected (Step 9) to both the
caller and the receiver systems (multicast) resulting in Step 10. This is why Step 10 is
represented twice in the diagram. However, it does not mean that a systemwill receive the
event Connected twice. Indeed, the Calling and Receiving states are mutually exclusive in
the same layer and just one of them will be handling events in a certain moment.
Many exceptional scenarios, i.e. scenarios with unsuccessful results, can be easily
extracted from the diagram of Fig. 13. In the following we present a possible scenario
described by the caller:
1. Phone-i system is idle (default)
2. The handset is lifted to start a call.
4a. A buzz is heard (no dial tone)
15. The handset is replaced to end the call
3.4 Semantics and expression power
Pcb-statecharts enable designers to represent more clearly scenarios comprising system
interactions. Figure 15, for example, illustrates a pcb-statechart possibly equivalent to the
statechart that Harel conjectured in Fig. 2. Notice that the proposed extensions change
neither the expressive power nor the semantics of statecharts. Instead, these extensions
improve their conciseness power.
The given example shows how the proposed extensions empower the semantics of stat-
echarts. Indeed, Fig. 15 makes clear that every phone can enter and leave the composition
dynamically and interact with each other to enable talking. The syntax and semantic of
the extensions have been explained using examples. Anyway, a formal specification is
desirable and can be explored in a future work.
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Fig. 15 pcb-statechart similar to the one presented in Fig. 2
4 Modeling system interactions - a more complete and complex example
This section shows other features of the proposed extensions which can be used to model
system interactions. The given example comprises Skype-like systems that extend the
Phone system of Fig. 13 by allowing, for example, conference calls and chats. This case
study illustrates the use of pcb-statecharts in a more general context where several sys-
tems running independently and concurrently can interact freely with each other in sets of
two to several participants according to known rules and communication requirements.
We want to demonstrate that the resulting pcb-statechart can still be clear and under-
standable while regular models using arrows to connect end points are expected to be
confused diagrams as in Fig. 2.
The use case diagram of Fig. 16 shows the functionalities that are discussed in more
detail. It is important to note that only a small subset of the Skype-like system function-
alities are used to illustrate the extensions proposed. Several events were omitted to keep
the example simple.
Different from eliciting requirements of conventional systems that run standalone, react
to stimuli from bounded environments, and do not affect other system behaviors, com-
municating systems like Skype need to be described additionally in terms of interactions.
Fig. 16 Use case diagram of a Skype-like system
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In fact, each use case of Fig. 16 comprises at least one interaction with other system that
affects somehow the behavior of both systems.
Because the user must be online to interact, the use case Go Online must precede all
the others. In the diagram, this is represented by the dependency relationships connect-
ing Make a Call and Go Offline to Go Online. The extension point defines that Handle
Conference Call is performed whenever a user makes a call to other user, other than the
ones that he/she is currently talking to.
When a user goes online, his/her contact list is updated with the most recent Online
Status of each contact of the list. Similarly, the contact lists of his/her contacts that are
currently available online are updated with the actual user’s Online Status. Thus, the post-
condition of the Go Online use case would be: “Online Status updated both locally and
remotely”. It is important to notice that this condition refers clearly to the internal and
external effects of the use case.
When a user calls a contact currently available online in his/her contact list, the
receiver’s system will ring. At this moment the receiver can decide to accept, deny or sim-
ply to not answer the call. If the call is accepted, the users can start talking. Then, other
users can be similarly added to the call anytime by any participant to handle a conference
call. The call ends when all participants have left it either by hanging up or going offline.
When modeling system interactions, engineers usually direct their efforts to the mod-
eling of collective behaviors based on roles and rules, as suggested by Kotov et al. (1997).
Roles mostly describe particular capabilities of the participant systems and how they
can contribute to achieve more comprehensive goals. Thus, modeling roles often means
describing only relevant capabilities of each system and yet in a detail level enough
to enable the understanding of their characteristics. On the other hand, rules usually
describe interaction mechanisms that every participant system must comply with to sup-
port a stable collective behavior. Thus, modeling rules frequently means describing in
details when, where, how, and even for how long, the interactions must occur, as well as
which systems are involved.
The pcb-statechart of Fig. 17 represents visually the behaviors described previously
for interacting instances of a Skype-like system. It includes the proposed extensions, for
events and states, and the Enter and Quit special events (discussed previously in Fig. 9).
Skype-i denotes that all systems have similar structure (p-states).
All the interactions are of type unicast or multicast because not all Skype-like systems
are necessarily represented. Indeed, the number of systems, members of the composition,
is limited by the number of contacts in the contact list of each user, which may vary from
system to system. That is why it is important to analyse a composition from the point of
view of eachmember. Pcb-statecharts enable such analysis by allowing each system (layer)
to be modeled separately, one at a time.
The variables below are used to handle information and create more complex behaviors
like in extended state diagrams. These variables have a local scope, i.e., each system has
its own set of variables.
#On : Number of contacts available online.
#Tk : Number of users currently talking.
bOff : TRUE means that the initial online status is Offline.
Certain functions are invoked during transitions or interactions in Fig. 17. They are:
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Fig. 17 Skype-like pcb-statechart
update(): Update the local contact list when other systems go online or offline.
notify(): Notify a user when a contact becomes online.
set(): Synchronize the list of participants in a conference call.
getOnlineUsers(): Get the list of users currently online.
When the Enter event is triggered, i.e., a system becomes active, a selection connector
will direct the system to either the Online or Offline state, depending on the value of the
local variable bOff. The Quit event will be triggered when a system becomes inactive (9c
or 11). In the first case (9c), all member systems are notified, i.e., those systems with a
relationship with the system that is quitting the composition. In the second case (11), the
system is offline, so the other systems have already been notified before (9b).
Because Skype-i represents p-states, we can point to seemingly ambiguous scenarios in
the diagram. For example, when a system has this state configuration: (Talk.Idle, Call.Idle,
. . . ), and the user makes a call from Call.Idle (4), one may think that the resulting Ring
event would be broadcast internally and trigger transitions in orthogonal states, like
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Talk.Idle (5a or 5c). That would represent an ambiguous scenario where the user could be
calling either himself or another user.
The proposed statechart extensions make such situation unambiguous. The outgoing
Unicast extension attached to the Ring event (4) represents that the interaction occurs
uniquely and directly with another system that will receive the Ring event exclusively.
In this scenario, the notations 5a and 5c relates to events of an orthogonal Talk state
in the receiver system. It is important to notice that a Skype-i system can be either a
caller or a receiver. This is why the events Call (4) and Ring (5a, 5b and 5c) coexist in the
same diagram. On the other hand, when a user (caller) is going to start talking (6a) the
Talk event is broadcast to orthogonal states exclusively and will trigger a transition from
Talk.Idle to Talk.Talking (7) in the caller system.
When a participant finishes talking (9a), goes offline (9b), or quits the system (9c) all
the remaining participants are notified because the Leave event causes the Hangup event
to be sent in multicast. If there are two or more participants still talking (#Tk > 1), the
Hangup event just decrements their #Tk (10b) and they can keep talking (Talk.Talking
state active). Otherwise (#Tk = 1), the talk ends (10a) and the last participant returns
to the Talk.Idle state. In all those scenarios, the participant leaving the talk has his #Tk
counter set to zero and the Talk.Idle state becomes active.
After the pcb-statechart of Fig. 17 is checked thoroughly by the stakeholders and they
agree that it is correct, i.e., that it describes visually the expected behavior of a Skype-
i system, software engineers can go further in describing, modeling, and designing the
system. During these processes, the pcb-statechart can be used to support conventional
software engineering approaches.
Notice that pcb-statecharts can be used since the very beginning of the development
processes. Thus, they are different from those UML diagrams that are used later because
they comprise specialized elements such as classes and objects that are not available
initially.
Using pcb-statecharts, interactions can be visually represented even when systems are
simply abstract rounded rectangles (blobs). This way, they can support different software
engineering approaches from requirements to development. Moreover, they can be used,
for example, as a reference to textual descriptions like use cases, as exemplified in Fig. 18.
Requirements engineers can embed in their textual descriptions references to the
visual elements of a pcb-statechart that represent the same behavior being described.
This approach can help, for example, to prevent ambiguities when describing system
interactions.
In Fig. 18, the numeric identifiers of the pcb-statechart of Fig. 17 reference spe-
cific behaviors in that diagram (see the Main successful scenario). They are embed-
ded in the textual description that focuses mainly the behaviors that comprise at
least one interaction among systems. Intrinsic behaviors are omitted intentionally
and only successful scenarios are described. The use case Handle Conference Call
extends the use case of Fig. 18 whenever the caller Makes a call while he/she is cur-
rently talking (Precondition). If succeeded, the receiver is added to a conference call
(Postcondition).
The pcb-statechart of Fig. 17 is also full of details to support the development phase.
Variable #Tk, i.e., the counter for users currently talking, is incremented in (6a) and
synchronized in (8). However, it does not mean that #Tk is updated twice in a system
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Fig. 18 Use case: make a call
when a call is made. Actually, it is updated just once in each system participating of
the call. This is because the related events, i.e., Accepted and Set, occur in different
systems.While Accepted occurs in the caller’s system (6a), Add occurs in all other systems
(Multicast) currently talking (8). Thus, every time a new user enters the call (or conference
call) all the participant systems update their own counter #Tk. The same happens when
a system leaves the call (9a). A Hangup event (Multicast) will cause the decrement of the
counter #Tk in every remaining system of the call (10b). But, if #Tk = 1, the call ends
and the last system returns to the Talk.Idle state (10a). A similar synchronism is man-
aged by the variable #On, i.e., the counter for contacts currently online. When a user
goes online (2a or 2c), offline (9b), or exits the system (9c) all contacts currently online
in his/her contact list are notified (Multicast) of the new Online/Offline Status (3 or 12,
respectively).
Finally, one may say that the pcb-statechart of Fig. 17 does not reflect accurately the
behavior of a Skype-like system. For example, that a server receives events and then
distributes them appropriately to the systems. Thus, there are not directmulticast interac-
tions among systems like in (2a, 2c, 9a, 9b, and 9c). If such server really exists, or it should
exist to improve the system architecture, it could be added to the diagram just like the
PABX system of Fig. 13. Then, source-to-targets multicast interactions (1 → n) should
be changed by a pair source-to-server unicast interaction (1 → 1) and server-to-targets
multicast interaction (1 → n).
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5 Related work
Before discussing related work, it is important to distinguish between studying inter-
operability mechanisms among systems and modeling interactions. The first intends
to identify and classify different forms of interoperability among systems, and to pro-
pose solutions to overcome the barriers to achieve them (Morris et al. 2004). Studying
interoperability mechanisms is out of the scope of this paper.
In a recent work, Malakuti dealt with problems related to the composition (or integra-
tion) of systems to create SoSs (Malakuti 2014). He used as an example the domain of
operating systems, with the objective of facilitating adaptivity and energy efficiency. A
finite state machine is used to represent each member system. This modeling presents
at least two drawbacks: facilitates state explosion and hides composition and integration.
These problems are solved at least partially by Statecharts. It is important to notice that
Harel has already discussed works related to statecharts in his seminal paper (Harel 1987).
This discussion included techniques and languages such as Petri-Nets, ESTEREL, CCS
and CSP, as well as the work of Zave (1985) for using finite-state-machines to specify dis-
tributed systems. So, we consider that this discussion continues valid for pcb-statecharts
as well. Concerning Petri Nets, more recent works looked at using them in a coordinated
fashion. Kindler, for example, proposed an Event Coordination Notation (ECNO) based
on Petri Net to define a global coordination diagram that coordinates the local behavior
of individual parts of the software (Kindler 2012).
Other problem related to what has been discussed in this paper is the dynamic cre-
ation and deactivation of parts of processes that are used concurrently to solve a problem.
In this direction, Fisher et al. (2011) have proposed a state-transition formalism that
supports dynamic reconfiguration and creation/deletion of processes. This is a formal
specification and uses reference variables to enable changing the connectivity between
processes and referring to instances of processes (Fisher et al. 2011). We have addressed
this problem in our proposal by introducing dynamic compositions of systems (see
Section 3.1).
Several authors have addressed variations of this problem in the context of UML.
Hirsch et al. (2008) proposed the use of a synchronization statechart to model the con-
troller of several collaborating components (Hirsch et al. 2008). They illustrate their
approach to model advanced mechatronic systems that form communities of collabo-
rating autonomous agents that can reconfigure dynamically. The communication among
components occurs via ports or multi-ports. UML-RT has also been used in this context
with components to specify the functional architecture and a complex and hierarchical
state-based set of models to specify behavior. van der Beeck et al. (2006) defined a seman-
tic for UML-RT that considers atomic capsules – containing a statechart – and complex
capsules that recursively consist of atomic capsules communicating asynchronously with
each other over connectors and ports. Co-authors of the same group (Eckardt et al. 2013)
have also used the same approach to study how to evaluate properties such as liveness
and safety for the whole set of components.
None of these proposals based on statecharts have made modifications or extensions
to the concepts and notation of statecharts. The extension proposed in this paper aims
at modeling problems based on the concept of several directly communicating processes
without a central coordinator. However, it is also possible for a pcb-statechart to be
modelled as a coordinator.
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Using statecharts to support requirements specification was proposed by Glinz (2002).
He explored how a statechart variant for requirements models should look to be as sim-
ple as possible, easy to understand and well suited for expressing requirements. Three
characteristics were considered essential: 1) typical behavioral and interaction require-
ments must be expressible with reasonable effort; 2) statechart models, data models and
functionality models must smoothly fit together; and 3) state and state transition explo-
sion must be avoided. Truthfully, these statechart variants could extend pcb-statecharts
as well. However, there is one important difference. From one system to another, events
have to be transmitted explicitly via channels (Leveson et al. 1994) that must pro-
vide the information where the event comes from. Figure 19 shows Glinz’s integrated
object/statechart diagram that provides the requirements for a RoomControl of a heating
control system.
The symbolic notations proposed to pcb-statecharts can bring several benefits to the
understanding of the presented requirements. Mostly, they are more precise than chan-
nels to identify interaction points. For example, the point where SetOnOff produces an
effect in the room control cannot be affirmed unless intuitively. Thus, if the number of
channels grows, the understanding of the model can decrease fast. Just like arrows con-
necting systems, if all lines are drawn to connect channels to their end points in complex
systems, the model may become a puzzle.
6 Concluding remarks and future work
In this paper, we proposed extensions to statecharts to model layered states (l-states),
parameterized states (p-states) and their interactions. They result from an analogy with
multi-layer PCB and aim to provide the notions of multiplicity (of systems), and inter-
actions and parallelism (among systems). For this purpose, the symbolic notations (Uni),
(Multi), and (Broad) were proposed and assigned to statecharts’elements, i.e., states and
events. The resulting models were named pcb-statecharts. A Skype-like system has been
presented to exemplify the modeling of interacting systems using pcb-statecharts and
the benefits were discussed. This proposal to the modeling of system interactions com-
prises the following characteristics: a) separation of concerns by considering different
viewpoints; b) symbolic notation to represent interactions that eliminates the need of
connecting related entities in the model; and c) notions of multiplicity of systems, and
concurrency and parallelism among systems.
Fig. 19 Requirements for a Room Control (Glinz 2002)
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Considering that statecharts are one of the languages of UML, the proposed extensions
could be introduced in future versions of UML as well. They could as well be used inde-
pendently to support the modeling of interactions among systems. Later in the design,
when all interactions are completely understood and agreed, details could be included
using other modeling resources, available in UML or other notations.
This approach can be particularly useful to model SoS. In fact, SoS engineers are
often more concerned about how systems can interact than about how they are built
(Brownsword et al. 2006). As the number of SoS members grows and their interactions
become more complex it is important to be able to have a big picture of the SoS to dis-
cuss, for example, about improvements or the impact of changes in the overall behavior
of the SoS. We claim that pcb-statecharts can fit well in this role. Other benefit of using
pcb-statecharts to model system interactions is their ability to support both top-down
and bottom-up analysis approaches.
Even though we have not performed an empirical evaluation of the proposed
approach, some preliminary evidence on the usefulness, benefits and limitations of
pcb-statecharts have been gathered from a case study performed during the main
author PhD work (Ramos 2014). This case study consisted of a SoS composed of
different calculators, publishers and processors systems. The pcb-statechart notation
has shown to be appropriate and useful to visually model these requirements and
make easier the understanding of the SoS dynamism. We are currently carrying out
a controlled experiment to evaluate pcb-statecharts and plan to publish it in the near
future.
Despite our particular interest in modeling SoS, we believe that the proposed state-
chart extensions can also be useful to model other types of systems like those in which
interactions among networked systems need to be properly designed before they can
communicate. Examples include distributed systems, and service-oriented systems (Lewis
et al. 2011; Erl 2008).
Other point to discuss about pcb-statecharts and their benefits relates to their ability to
separate concerns. Because they consider one layer per system that interacts it is easy to
separate what is relevant or not to each system. Thus, it would be possible to have sep-
arated but complementary pcb-statecharts that could be delivered to different teams of
system engineers. Later, the diagrams could support those engineers on designing sys-
tems able to interact appropriately in the environment modeled by all the pcb-statecharts
together.
As for limitations, we can point out that, although the system used as basis for our case
study is a real system and was chosen carefully to illustrate the proposed extensions, it
may not be comprehensive enough to represent all types of interactions that can occur.
However, it was necessary to start with a possibly ideal scenario to propose and validate
the new approach.
Ongoing work includes using pcb-statecharts to model SoS of conventional systems
like smartphones applications (e.g. WhatsApp, Twitter, retail devices and others). We are
also exploring the use of pcb-statecharts to represent the interaction of different software
engineering tools. If statecharts and the extensions proposed could be supported by a
modeling tool, system interactions could be tested and simulated before any system is
designed or definitively chosen. Work on such tool and its usage to support SoS projects
is also on the roadmap for future work. Moreover, we want to investigate how easily the
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symbolic notations proposed can be understood and applied by students and engineers
to describe interactions.
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